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Android programming course

By Võ Văn Hải

Faculty of Information Technologies

Networking APIs
Session objectives

o Introduction

o URL & HttpConnection

o Using URL to read data

o Using HttpConnection post data

o Reading network state

o Web Service

o SOAP

o REST
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Introduction

• Within an Android application you should avoid performing long running

operations on the user interface thread. This includes file and network

access.

• As of Android 3.0 (Honeycomb) the system is configured to crash with

a NetworkOnMainThreadException exception, if network is accessed in

the user interface thread.

• You may also need these permission
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<!-- for internet access -->
<uses-permission android:name="android.permission.INTERNET" />
<!-- for network states -->
<uses-permission android:name="android.permission.ACCESS_NETWORK_STATE" />
<!-- for changing settings if using proxy -->
<uses-permission android:name="android.permission.WRITE_SETTINGS" />

Check the network availability

• Before connect to network, you should check the state of 

connection
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Accessing network through a proxy

• If you want to test with the Android simulator using a proxy. 

You can set the proxy via the Settings class.
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<uses-permission 
android:name="android.permission.WRITE_SETTINGS" />

Perform Network Operations on a Separate Thread

• Network operations can involve unpredictable delays. To prevent

this from causing a poor user experience, always perform

network operations on a separate thread from the UI.

6AsyncTask or other Asynchronous Techniques

URL & HttpConnection
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URL

• A URL, short for "Uniform Resource Locator", is a way to

unambiguously identify the location of a resource on the Internet.

o The resource can be an HTML page, an image or simply any file.

• URL form protocol://resource

• Protocol Identifier

o Name of the protocol, which is used to fetch the resource from the 

Internet. 

• Resource Name

o Address of the resource

o Separated from the protocol identifier with a colon and two forward 

slashes

o Resource format depends on the protocol being used.
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Reading Data from a URL

• The openStream() method connects to the server specified in

the URL and returns an InputStream object fed by the data

from that connection.

public final InputStream openStream() throws IOException

• Any headers that precede the actual data are stripped off

before the stream is opened.

• Network connections are less reliable and slower than files.

Buffer with a BufferedReader or a BufferedInputStream.
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• Using Asynchronous techniques.
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URLConnections

• The java.net.URLConnection class is an abstract class that

handles communication with different kinds of servers like ftp

servers and web servers.

• Protocol specific subclasses of URLConnection handle different

kinds of servers.

• By default, connections to HTTP URLs use the GET method.

• Capacities:

o Can send output as well as read input

o Can post data

o Can read headers from a connection
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I/O Across a URLConnection

• Data may be read from the connection in one of two ways

o raw by using the input stream returned by getInputStream() 

o through a content handler with getContent(). 

• Data can be sent to the server using the output stream provided 

by getOutputStream().
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Send request to server

• Since a URLConnection doesn't allow output by default, you have 

to call setDoOutput(true) before asking for an output stream.
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Get response from server
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Determining and Monitoring the Connectivity Status

• Some of the most common uses for repeating alarms and

background services is to schedule regular updates of

application data from Internet resources, cache data, or

execute long running downloads.

• But if you aren't connected to the Internet, or the connection is

too slow to complete your download, why both waking the device

to schedule the update at all?

• You can use the ConnectivityManager to check that you're

actually connected to the Internet, and if so, what type of

connection is in place.
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Determine if You Have an Internet Connection

• There's no need to schedule an update based on an Internet

resource if you aren't connected to the Internet.

• The following snippet shows how to use the ConnectivityManager

to query the active network and determine if it has Internet

connectivity.
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Determine the Type of your Internet Connection

• It's also possible to determine the type of Internet connection

currently available. Device connectivity can be provided by Mobile

data, WiMAX, Wi-Fi, and ethernet connections.

• Mobile data costs tend to be significantly higher than Wi-Fi, so in

most cases, your app's update rate should be lower when on mobile

connections.

• Having disabled your updates, it's important that you listen for

changes in connectivity in order to resume them once an Internet

connection has been established.
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Monitor for Changes in Connectivity

• The ConnectivityManager broadcasts the 

android.net.conn.CONNECTIVITY_CHANGE action whenever 

the connectivity details have changed. 

• You can register a broadcast receiver in your manifest to listen

for these changes and resume (or suspend) your background

updates accordingly.

• Changes to a device's connectivity can be very frequent—this

broadcast is triggered every time you move between mobile data

and Wi-Fi.
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Retrieving Android Network Status
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Web Sockets

• Web Sockets are a standard based on HTTP for asynchronous

message-based communication between a client and a server.

• To start a web socket communication, you create a HTTP GET

request with a special HTTP headers. If the server accepts this

request, the client and the server can send each other messages.

• Messages can be text or binary data and should be relatively small,

as the web socket protocol is intended to be used with small

payloads in the data.

• It is good practice to use JSON as data format for the messages.

• You find a Java library for both the server and the client under

http://java-websocket.org/
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Web Service
Ref: Course Software Architecture

https://vovanhai.wordpress.com/sa/
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SOAP Web Service intro

• A web service is, therefore, any service that

o Is available over the Internet or private (intranet) networks

o Uses a standardized XML messaging system

o Is not tied to any one operating system or programming language

o Is self-describing via a common XML grammar

o Is discoverable via a simple find mechanism

• Components of Web Services

o SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol)

o UDDI (Universal Description, Discovery and Integration)

o WSDL (Web Services Description Language)
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How Does a Web Service Work?

• A web service enables communication among various applications

by using open standards such as HTML, XML, WSDL, and SOAP.

A web service takes the help of:

o XML to tag the data

o SOAP to transfer a message

o WSDL to describe the availability of service.
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Create simple SOAP WS
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URL: http://127.0.0.1:9999/Calculator?wsdl

params

method name

Consuming Web Services with kSOAP

• The kSOAP library is an elegant, lightweight, and efficient 

SOAP client library.

• Download at: http://simpligility.github.io/ksoap2-android/

• Add reference to project:
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REST intro

● "REST " was coined by Roy Fielding in his Ph.D. dissertation to

describe a design pattern for implementing networked systems.

● REST stands for Representational State Transfer.

● REST is an architecture style for designing web services

● All of the major webservices on the Internet now use REST

● Twitter, Yahoo’s web services use REST

● eBay and Amazon have web services for both REST and SOAP

● Sharepoint 2013 introduces new REST endpoints for almost

every API in client object model
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Http

●HTTP is an application-level protocol

●HTTP has operations for transferring representations between 

clients and servers.

●In HTTP GET, POST, PUT, and DELETE are operations on 

resources.

●Proper use of HTTP eliminates the need for invent operations 

like createOrder, getStatus ...

●SOAP uses HTTP as a protocol to transport messages but poor 

use of HTTP operations.
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REST - Basics

• Unlike SOAP and XML-RPC, REST does not really require a new 

message format

• The HTTP API is CRUD (Create, Retrieve, Update, and Delete)

o GET = "give me some info" (Retrieve)

o POST = "here's some update info" (Update)

o PUT = "here's some new info" (Create)

o DELETE = "delete some info" (Delete)
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REST Fundamentals

• Resource based architecture.

• A resource is accessed via a common interface based on the 

HTTP standard methods.

• Identify each resource using a URL.

• Every resource should support the HTTP common operations. 

• REST allows that resources to have different representations, 

e.g. text, xml, json etc.

• The rest client can ask for specific representation via the 

HTTP protocol (Content Negotiation).
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REST vs. SOAP
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REST SOAP

Transport must be HTTP or HTTPS Normally HTTP/HTTPS but can be 
something else

Response data transmitted as any 
format

Transmitted as XML

Request is transmitted as URI
Lightweight and URI indicate the 

intend

Transmitted as XML
To understand the intent must 

analyse    message body

Easy to call from JavaScript Need JS parsing for XML

Easy to build Development tools are available
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JSON vs. XML
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JSON XML

No validation scheme XSD

Fast parsing just as Eval Required xml doc parsing

In JavaScript we can work as objects In JavaScript we work as strings 

Sample REST code
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Consuming REST in Android
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Summary
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